Abstract: This study examines the diachronic evolution of the polysemy of the Spanish verb sentir ('to feel') by means of a corpus-based dynamic behavioral profile (BP) analysis. Methodologically, it presents the first application of the BP approach to historical data and proposes some methodological innovations not only within the current body of research in historical semantics but also with regard to previous applications of the BP approach. First, whereas the majority of existing studies in quantitative historical semantics are largely based on observed frequencies or percentages of collocational co-occurrence, our study leverages more complex historical data that are based on the similarities of vectors. Second, this study also provides an extension of the methodological apparatus of the BP approach by complementing the traditional hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (HAC) with a dynamic BP approach derived from multidimensional scaling maps (MDS). Theoretically, this methodology contributes to a comprehensive perspective on the process of Constructionalization and the nature of networks, which is illustrated on the basis of the development of the Discourse Marker (DM) lo siento ('I'm sorry').
Introduction
One of the areas of linguistic research that is trickiest to study is meaning. Questions of semantics such as what an expression means, how many senses an expression has, how exactly they differ and which one(s) is/are prototypical/ central/primitive, how semantically similar different expressions are, etc. have long proved extremely hard to tackle for lexicographers, theoretical linguists, applied linguists, and others. For lexicographers, many of these questions have been problematic for centuries and were addressed with example collections and a generally keen eye for linguistic meaning differences. In the last, say, 30 years of theoretical linguistics, it was especially Cognitive Linguistics and Construction Grammar, which, given the central role they assign to meaning and function in the definition of units and constructions, had to face many of these essential questions. Over the last few decades, however, both disciplines, in spite of their very different emphases and goals, have been influenced by a strong empirical and quantitative turn in linguistics, a development which saw a huge increase in analyses using corpus data and statistical methods.
However, these developments of course require that one has a valid way of operationalizing, or at least beginning to approximate, meaning in corpus data for some later statistical analysis. The one conceptual step that probably virtually all corpus-linguistic analyses make is based on the distributional hypothesis, the notion that differences in function/meaning are reflected in differences in distribution (see Harris 1954; Firth 1957; Bolinger 1968) . This notion has been instrumental for lexicographers to tease apart subtle meaning differences in example collections (as in the Cobuild or the Hector project, see Sinclair 1987 or Atkins 1992 respectively), and it has been just as instrumental in general semantic studies and cognitive-linguistic studies, where both lexical co-occurrence (aka collocation) and lexicogrammatical co-occurrence (aka colligation or collostruction) have given new impulses to semantic analyses of both synchronic and diachronic corpus data.
The main assumption underlying such studies, then, is that, for instance, different sense of the same form will co-occur with different lexical items or constructions. However, one big difference between different kinds of analyses is concerned with the amount of co-occurrence information used and how statistical analysis enters into the picture. It is probably fair to say that much lexicographic work used a lot of co-occurrence information from concordance lines, but was, until recently, relatively non-quantitative -cooccurrence information was included on a qualitative intuitive-level based on lexicographer's intuitions. Much work based on collocation and collostructions was based on co-occurrence of senses or forms with elements in a particular window or slot around the expression being analyzed, but involved more statistical sophistication. And finally, some vector-space kind of analyses used large windows of text around the expression of interest and use sophisticated statistical tools on large number of items to explore differences between forms and/or senses.
The approach we use and extend in this study seeks a compromise between these different approaches: Our method, the behavioral profile (BP) approach, is based on co-occurrence information from concordance lines, but (i) it does not just use co-occurrence information from one slot or lexical co-occurrence information from a huge but noisy window, but it is based on comprehensive manual annotation of dozens of features characterizing each usage event, and (ii) it does not rely on a largely intuitive analysis of this huge co-occurrence information, but uses multivariate exploratory statistics to differentiate senses and forms as well as corresponding visualization.
This method has proven useful for the analysis of different phenomena in lexical semantics such as near-synonymy (Divjak and Gries 2006; Divjak 2010) , antonymy (Gries and Otani 2010) and polysemy Berez and Gries 2009 ), but we will also make and exemplify two suggestions for how it can be extended. First, while most if not all BP studies were synchronic in nature, we now apply this BP approach to the diachronic evolution of the polysemy of the Spanish verb sentir ('to feel'). Second, most BP studies used hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (HAC) as their main exploratory tool but in order to deal with diachronic data, we will show how the recent addition of multidimensional scaling (MDS) to diachronic semantics can also improve BP analyses. This methodology will be illustrated by means of a case study on the diachronic evolution of the Spanish verb sentir ('to feel'). In a previous synchronic BP study on the polysemy of sentir (Jansegers et al. 2015) , it has been shown that this verb displays a rich profile, both semantically -extending from meanings of direct physical perception (both general physical perception (example 1) and specific modalities of perception, cf. example 2), through cognitive perception (3) to emotional values (4) -and syntactically -taking different kinds of complements:
(1) Había apretado tanto los dientes que las mandíbulas me dolían, pero nada comparable al dolor agudo y penetrante que sentía en las costillas. 'I had clenched my teeth so much that my jaws ached, but nothing compared to the sharp, penetrating pain I felt in my ribs.' (3) En el año y medio que estuvo en España, fue herido dos veces y estuvo a punto de morir, pero, entonces, sentía que ésa era su única razón de ser.
Towards a dynamic behavioral profile [CREA: Press, 2003 ] 'In the year and a half he was in Spain, he was wounded twice and nearly died, but then he felt that this was his only raison d'être.'
(4) Hilarón, […] , es el gallardo guardabosques fiel amigo de infancia de Giselle que siente un profundo amor por ella aunque no es correspondido.
[CREA: Prensa, 2002 ] 'Hilarón, […] is the gallant ranger, faithful old friend of Giselle who feels a deep love for her although it is not reciprocated.'
However, although the contemporary polysemy of the Spanish verb covers three general semantic domains related to the verb -physical (1, 2), cognitive (3), and emotional perception (4) -only the first two were inherited directly from Latin: in its etymon, sentiō, sentīre only encodes physical and cognitive perception. Moreover, it turns out that contemporary Spanish even has developed a more discursive use of the verb in the apologetic construction lo siento ('I'm sorry'):
(5) Por eso no te escuchaba, lo siento. [CREA: Grandes, 2002 ] 'That's why I didn't listen to you, I'm sorry.'
As we will see throughout this paper, from a quantitative point of view, it turns out that the most frequent sense of the verb in present-day Spanish refers to emotional perception. As a consequence, the question arises as to how this semantic domain of emotion -and the related discursive use of lo siento -has developed over the course of history.
In sum, we hope to not only contribute to the quantitative study of polysemy from a diachronic point of view but also offer a comprehensive perspective on processes such as constructionalization. More precisely, in the present study we focus on the rise of lo siento ('I'm sorry') as a pragmatic marker and its constructionalization within the bigger picture of the changing polysemic profile of the verb through the course of history. Whereas most studies in diachronic semantics tend to draw straight lines between a specific construction and one single historical predecessor, our dynamic BP analysis shows that the path of change might not always be as linear. It allows thus to visualize "multiple inheritance" of constructions (Trousdale 2013 ) and the existence of multiple source constructions (De Smet et al. 2013) . In doing so, the proposed analysis thus offers simultaneously a dynamic and multidimensional picture of its developing polysemy and a very fine-grained profile of the verb.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the BP methodology in more detail according to the traditional four steps of analysis, namely (1) the retrieval of the data (Section 2.1); (2) the annotation of a large set of properties (Section 2.2); (3) the conversion of a co-occurrence table into vectors and (4) its evaluation by means of statistical techniques (Section 2.3). Section 3 provides the results of the dynamic BP analysis. First, the new approach will be validated on the basis of the synchronic data set by contrasting the HAC and the MDS technique (Section 3.1). It will be shown that the extension of the BP approach using MDS on synchronic data validates and even goes beyond the traditional HAC analysis. Then, we will discuss the results of the diachronic dynamic BP on the basis of the sequentially ordered MDS plots (Section 3.2), which will lead to a detailed case study on the constructionalization of the discourse marker lo siento (Section 3.3).
Data and method
Similar to previous studies that apply the BP method, the present paper adopts the following four-step procedure (cf. Gries and Divjak 2009; Gries 2010a; Gries and Divjak 2010; Gries and Otani 2010): (i) Step 1: the retrieval of all instances of the verb in context in the form of a concordance (see Section 2.1). (ii)
Step 2: the manual analysis and annotation of a large set of properties of each match of the verb in the concordance. These properties are termed ID tags (Atkins 1987) From this, it becomes clear that, while our analysis follows the established BP practice in the first three steps, the fourth step is different: Whereas traditionally, the statistical exploration of BP analyses is based on HAC, our study presents a dynamic BP approach derived from MDS-based semantic maps in order to deal with the changing dynamic relationships within and between senses over time.
Corpus data: retrieval
Our data come from tens of thousands of manually annotated data points based on data from the Spanish Corpus Diacrónico del Español (CORDE), which extends Towards a dynamic behavioral profile from the 13th until the twentieth century, and the Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA) for the contemporary data. For a representative sample, we first manually retrieved all occurrences of the verb lemma sentir, starting from the last third of the thirteenth century ( ± 1270-1290), which is generally considered the onset of Castilian prose (Alfonso X). Next, the same time period was retrieved with systematic intervals of 200 years each, leading to five chronological cutoff points (1270-90, 1470-90, 1670-90, 1870-90, beginning twentyfirst century) . This approach yielded a total of 14,782 instances of the verb lemma.
Second, we randomly sampled from each period containing >1000 occurrences of the lemma: 50 % of the fifteenth century data and 25 % of the 19th and twenty-first century data. Third, because of the lack of contemporary oral data, the CREA corpus was complemented with the oral data available for the twentyfirst century extracted from the PRESEEA and the COLAM corpus. In order to ensure a maximum degree of representativeness, no previous selection regarding register and genre was made, taking as selection criteria only time (1270-90, 1470-90, 1670-90, 1870-90 , beginning twenty-first century) and diatopic variant (only peninsular Spanish). The outcome of this data-gathering method is a corpus of 4488 instances in total. Table 1 summarizes the selected chronological cutoff points and the total number of analyzed occurrences per period: Table 1 : Our data as retrieved and sampled from the corpus.
Period
Total Total sentir (after random sample)
Total sentirse (after random sample)
The extreme discrepancy for the number of middle voice uses (sentirse) between the twenty-first century and other periods is striking. There are different explanations for this, methodological as well as linguistic. As for the former, this may be a sampling effect, although it is unlikely that it is due to the quite small number of examples from oral data (which make up not even 7 % of the data for the twenty-first century). As for the latter, we can only speculate at this point that this could point towards a relatively recent grammaticalization process of the pseudo-copular construction. Teasing apart what exactly is responsible for that frequency difference merits more detailed analysis, but is beyond the scope of the present paper, since the quantitative methods employed here are based on percentages per verbs.
Corpus data: annotation
Next, we prepared the data for a BP analysis and our extensions: All 4488 occurrences were annotated for a large set of properties, called ID tags. Our ID tags are based on those used in a previous synchronic BP study of the polysemy of sentir (Jansegers et al. 2015) , namely 34 different ID tags describing the presence or absence of 197 morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic characteristics. Table 2 is an excerpt of the ID tags and their levels 1 :
Since the sense annotation is an essential part of the analysis, this aspect merits some comments. It should be noted that for the semantic analysis, we resorted to a very fine-grained annotation of the different possible senses of the verb. This was done manually and mainly on the basis of a previous tripartite case study , where (1) a lexicographic analysis was Table 2 : Examples of ID tags and their levels (Jansegers et al. 2015: 393) .
General level
Type 
Statistical analysis
In a third step, we convert the annotations into a co-occurrence table providing the relative frequency of co-occurrence of each sense of the verb sentir (in the columns) with each ID tag level (in the rows). This procedure was performed with Gries's (2010b) BehavioralProfiles 1.01 script written for the R programming language. As exemplified in Table 3 , the percentages of ID tag levels add up to 1 within each ID tag such that each column represents a set of co-occurrence percentages for one sense of the verb, which is the BP after which the method is named. 
The consulted dictionaries are: el Diccionario de la Lengua Española (DRAE), el Diccionario de Uso del Español (DUE), el Diccionario del Español Actual (DEA) y el Gran Diccionario de la Lengua Española (GDLE) for the synchronic data and el Nuevo tesoro lexicográfico de la lengua española (NTLLE) for the diachronic data. The translation corpus (approx. 2.5 million words) contains source texts written in a non-Romance language and their translations in Spanish, French, and Italian. The comparable corpus consists of three monolingual corpora in the same languages, where each corpus contains 500 examples of sentir randomly selected from literary and press texts. See Enghels and Jansegers (2013) for more details. Although the general semantic categories of physical, cognitive and emotional perception were all found in the standard dictionaries, the translation and comparable corpus study helped to refine these general categories which led to the fine-grained senses distinguished in the ID tags of the present study (cf. Appendix 1).
The last step is the exploration of this table using statistical techniques. As mentioned above, due to the diachronic nature of our data, we did not employ the traditional cluster-analytic approach but opted for a method that would not only discover discrete groupings of elements, but also visualize their dynamic interrelationships over time, MDS. A bit like principal component analysis, MDS is an exploratory dimensionality-reduction technique that seeks to condense a large number of dimensions in a multivariate data set into a smaller number of dimensions -typically two or three (cf. Wheeler 2005; Hilpert 2011 Hilpert , 2013 Levshina 2011 Levshina , 2015 . The basic assumption underlying this technique is that (dis)similarities between the entities under study can be represented as spatial distances. Applied to our concrete example, this means that the senses in Table 3 can be transformed into points in a typically two-, but theoretically also higher-, dimensional plane (or sphere) where distances between points representing senses reflect the (dis)similarities between the senses as well as possible. This procedure involves three main steps:
( This outcome is intuitively very reasonable, because it is generally known that physical perception metaphorically relates to emotions (cf. among others Kurath 1921; Sweetser 1990; Kövecses 2008) .
On the other hand, the two most different senses turn out to be 'FIS_GEN.Manifestarse' in the pronominal passive causative construction ('appear, show up', as in (8) versus 'COGN_presentir' ('have a presentiment', as in (9)).
Towards a dynamic behavioral profile (8) La profunda afinidad electiva que existió entre liberalismo y ciencia social se dejó sentir, desde el primer momento, en el desarrollo de la ciencia económica y, en parte, en el de la teoría política. [CREA: Giner, 2001 ] 'The high elective affinity that existed between liberalism and social science was felt from the first moment, in the development of economics, and partly, in that of political theory.' (9) Después de dar alguna vuelta escuché arriba un lloro o un gemido.
Subí a la habitación de mi hermana, la puerta estaba entornada y puedo jurarle que en aquel momento, antes de abrirla, sentí que me iba a dar algo. [CREA: Díez Rodríguez, 2002] 'After going for a walk I heard a cry or a moan upstairs. I went to my sister's room, the door was left ajar and I can swear to you that at that time, before opening it, I felt I was going to go nuts.'
(iii) Third, an MDS algorithm transforms the distance matrix into a set of coordinates for each sense, which can be presented in a two-dimensional plot; we used the cmdscale function in the R statistical software package. Figure 1 visualizes the result of an MDS analysis for the contemporary corpus by showing the main two dimensions on the x-and y-axes; the sizes of bubbles represent the relative frequency of each particular sense per century, the colors represent the general semantic category. As one might hope for, the graph displays the cognitive senses in close proximity (see the group of blue dots on the right) as well as the close relationship between the physical metaphorical uses and emotional perception (resp. at coordinates [−3.01, 0.85] 3 Results and discussion 3.1 Validation of the approach using the synchronic data: HAC vs. MDS Both HAC and MDS are bottom-up exploratory techniques to detect and represent structure in multivariate data, but they do so very differently. Since we are doing the first BP analysis with an MDS rather than an HAC, this section validates the MDS approach by comparing it to the results of the more traditional HAC approach. We use the contemporary data mentioned in Table 1 above with altogether 1810 concordance lines.
A previous synchronic BP analysis of the polysemy of the verb sentir using HAC (Jansegers et al. 2015) led to the dendrogram in Figure 2 , in which different clustering solutions are indicated with red and blue rectangles.
The two red boxes indicate that the cluster analysis finds two large significant meaning clusters, which coincide with the division between middle voice uses (sentirse, on the top) and other active uses (sentir, on the bottom); henceforth, we refer to these two clusters as SENTIRSE and SENTIR respectively. The first one represents the cases of being in an emotional state as exemplified in (6) above and being in a physical state as exemplified in (11) Within the SENTIR cluster, three subclusters emerge (see the blue boxes), namely (a) 'experience a physical or mental feeling' ('experimentar una sensación física o psíquica', see (12) and (13) respectively), (b) some cognitive perception senses (e.g. example (9) above) and -curiously enough -the emotional regret cases (cf. (10) above) and (c) a cluster grouping the ability to experience or perceive something (see (14)) and the sense of 'appear, show up' (see (8) above). Each cluster also contains ambiguous cases (indicated in the dendrogram as AMBIG. X) which present multiple possible interpretations: (15) turns out to be ambiguous between a physical (here, physical health of a person) and an emotional state (here, mental health/well-being): (12) […] pidió a un colega suyo que le extrajese una muela que tenía estropeada utilizando el gas de la risa, y no sintió dolor. [CREA: Sabadell, 2003 ] 'he asked his colleague to extract a tooth he broke using laughing gas, and he did not feel pain.' These semantic clusters have syntactic correlates, which explain some seemingly counterintuitive clusterings: The first cluster (SENTIRSE) correlates with the presence of a predicative complement oriented at the subject. Within the second large SENTIR cluster, the first subcluster (physical/mental feelings) tends to occur with an NP; the second subcluster (cognition/regret) features situational complements (e.g., that complementation or neuter clitic pronouns); the third cluster (ability) relates to the absolute use and pronominal passive causative constructions meaning 'appear, show up' (Jansegers et al. 2015: 415) . Thankfully, the MDS results in a very compatible picture: As in the HAC, the MDS plot in Figure 1 shows a clear division of the middle voice uses of sentirse on the left vs. the other active uses of sentir on the right. Within this second large cluster, the bottom-right part of this cluster groups the physical perception uses (general/green and specific/orange) together with general emotional experience, which corresponds to the first subcluster within the SENTIR cluster in the HAC results. Also, the cognitive/blue senses group together in the topright part of this cluster, which corresponds to the second subcluster within the SENTIR cluster in the HAC analysis. It is also worth noticing that the majority of the metaphorical uses of the verb together with the ambiguous cases are close to 0 along the y-axis.
Focusing on the periphery, the extreme positions along the y-axis in the MDS plot seem to be occupied by the cases identified as (more or less) grammaticalized instances (i.e. the 'regret' sense, 'EMO.lamentar'), or non-prototypical Towards a dynamic behavioral profile uses of the verb (i.e. the specific pronominal passive causative constructions of FIS_GEN.manifestarse, 'appear, show up') on the basis of the HAC analysis. The extreme value of the FIS_GEN.manifestarse sense on the y-axis seems to confirm its status as a particular construction, suggested in the HAC analysis. In these cases, sentir combines with a non-prototypical subject in the sense that it does not act as the experiencer (as in the large majority of the cases), but as the stimulus of perception, as was illustrated in example (8). Similarly, the 'EMO. lamentar' sense in the extreme top includes the fixed expression lo siento ('I'm sorry') functioning as an apologetic discourse marker. This construction may be associated with that extreme position because of its features, which we discuss in more detail in Section 3.3.
In sum, the MDS results are compatible with the so far predominant HAC approach. However, some subtle advantages of MDS need to be mentioned as well (cf. also Levshina 2011: 90) . First, the application of HAC implies categorical splits of the data -something is a member of one and only one cluster, or it isn't -which is certainly not a cognitively realistic representation of phenomena like polysemy or (near) synonymy and can be misleading for analytical purposes and in how it can suggest comparatively clear distinctions when other methods and/ or linguistic intuition would lead one to expect comparatively high degrees of similarity or overlap. Therefore, the potential to more finely visualize the continuity of the semantic space can be an important advantage of MDS over HAC. For a concrete example, note in the transition area (along the x-axis) between the SENTIRSE cluster (middle voice use) on the left and the SENTIR (active) cluster on the right, we find precisely the 'FIS_GEN.manifestarse' sense, i.e. the nonprototypical cases where the subject of the verb is not the prototypical experiencer (EXP), but the stimulus (STIM). In the same transition area between the two main clusters, although more towards the periphery of the SENTIR cluster, we find the absolute cases of the verb, conveying the sense of 'capacity to feel something', both in the physical and the emotional sense. This corresponds to the third subcluster in the SENTIR cluster from the HAC analysis. Their position in the MDS solution makes sense, because contrary to the middle voice uses (SENTIRSE cluster), the absolute uses -just as the active uses (SENTIR cluster) -always imply a certain stimulus (although implicitly). The MDS analysis allows thus to represent this underlying syntactic continuum: Represented on a cline, this is what we see reflected here in the plot: SENTIR = EXP + explicit STIM > sentir [abs] 
It is thus clear that this extension of the BP approach using MDS on synchronic data validates but also insightfully extends the previous HAC analysis. In the next section, we turn our attention to how MDS handles the diachronic dimension.
Visualizing semantic change: A dynamic behavioral profile analysis
MDS has already been applied in different areas of linguistic research, such as sociolinguistics (Szmrecsanyi and Kortmann 2009; Szmrecsanyi 2011; Szmrecsanyi and Wolk 2011) , typology (Croft and Poole 2008) , and lexical semantics (Majid et al. 2008; Levshina 2011) but it is only recently that it has edged its way towards the enigmatic matter of historical semantics (e.g. Hilpert 2011; Sagi et al. 2012) . 3 This innovation is largely due to the work of Hilpert (2011 Hilpert ( , 2013 Hilpert ( , 2016 , who introduced MDS as a means for the dynamic visualization of language change. Starting from the distributional hypothesis, the essential idea is that different distance matrices for different time periods can be used to generate a set of MDS maps that are displayed in sequence to visualize diachronic semantic development. From a diachronic perspective, each element is thus not only compared to a set of other elements, but essentially also to itself at different points in time, which allows thus both a holistic and a more detailed interpretation of the change (Hilpert 2011 (Hilpert : 437, 2013 . However, just like its synchronic counterpart, the majority of the existing MDS work on diachronic data focuses on changes in collocational profiles over time (Sagi et al. 2012; Hilpert 2016) , or is essentially geared towards morphosyntactic change based on relative frequency profiles (Hilpert 2011 (Hilpert , 2013 . In other words, restricting the analysis to collocational and/or frequency profiles, the distributional hypothesis and its application to historical data has not yet been exploited to its full potential and we propose to extend the existing lines of research by including the fine-grained BP vectors as input to MDS analyses.
To that end, the procedure explained in Section 2 was performed separately for each time slice distinguished in the diachronic corpus, yielding five different distance matrices and, subsequently, five separate MDS analyses. Apart from the specific restrictions and challenges that all quantitative diachronic corpus methods face due to the particular nature of the data (bias towards specific registers, authors and genres, discontinuity of certain genres, predominance of certain diachronic periods, sparseness of data, etc.), the present study also has to address another concern: Since we are analyzing the dynamic development of a polysemic verb, some senses and distributional features will not be attested in all time periods, i.e., the general frame of reference and comparison may change over time. To maximize interpretability and comparability, for each time slice, we calculated the cumulative percentage of all the senses -starting from the most frequent one -that together represent 95 % of the data. This is a compromise between a too fine resolution of the senses (taking into account all different senses per time slice, but thereby including infrequent senses and many hardly attested features) and a too coarse-grained one (only taking into account the senses shared by all time periods and throwing out much of the data): We cover the vast majority of the data for which the most data points are available. Figure  3 visualizes the development of the polysemy of the verb sentir by means of different MDS plots, one for each time slice.
To begin with, it is useful to make some general observations. At first glance, the comparison across centuries shows that the basic division along the x-axis into two big clusters (SENTIRSE vs. SENTIR) related to argument structure (cf. also Section 3.1) remains constant across all centuries, but it is most pronounced in the twenty-first century, where a large white space around x = −1 sharply separates both clusters. Similarly, the twenty-first century plot shows a semantic continuum along the y-axis from concrete to abstract and pragmatic meanings: From physical perception at the top and emotional perception in the lower half of the top, via the ambiguous and metaphorical cases around point 0, towards cognitive senses in the lower half and ultimately the extreme negative position of the pragmatic 'regret' sense. Interestingly, the fairly clear division we see in the contemporary uses has not always been this clear: In earlier centuries, the center of the plot is often more populated and there is considerable variation along both axes over time. This raises the question as to how the relationships between the different senses have changed over time and what the driving historical forces behind the contemporary twenty-first century picture are. Therefore, a more detailed analysis per century is required.
Starting from the thirteenth century, the first two dimensions of the MDS account for 51.4 % of the semantic variation between the senses that are displayed. First, within the SENTIRSE cluster on the left-hand side of the graph, apart from the general physical meaning (FIS_GEN.encontrarse; cf. (16)), the middle voice use seems to be explicitly related to the negative pole of emotional perception, and more precisely in the senses of 'be offended' (EMO.ofenderse; cf. (17)), and 'to resent' (EMO.resentirse; cf. (18)). More than that, it turns out that if the middle voice use expresses emotion in the thirteenth century, it is exclusively negative -the more neutral meaning of 'being in an emotional state' Note that in (17) and (18), syntactically, sentirse enters into a very specific construction with a prepositional object introduced by de. Semantically, this is different from the others in that the negative semantic weight is not in the complement, but in the verb itself (equivalently in this example to 'feel remorse'). Moreover, a considerable number of our concordance examples expressing physical perception relate explicitly to physical pain (cf. (16)). 4 In other words, from its onset, sentirse was intrinsically related to a pronounced negative semantic prosody, and more precisely, the expression of pain (both physically and emotionally).
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Within the SENTIR cluster, we see a division along the y-axis between cognitive (lower part) and physical senses (upper part). The only emotional sense is the general sense of 'experience an emotional perception' (EMO.experimentar). This predominance of physical and cognitive senses in the thirteenth century is in line with the Latin etymon of the verb: The Spanish verb sentir derives directly from the latin verb sentiō, sentīre ('perceive by means of the senses', 'to realize'; cf. DCELC 4, 190sq., sentir). In other words, in its etymon, sentir encodes both general physical perception and cognitive perception, which we still see reflected in its early Spanish profile from the thirteenth century. Interestingly, between the cognitive perception group, we also find one physical perception sense such as visual perception (FIS_GEN.VIS, as in (19)). This makes perfect sense because it is generally known that from all the physical perception 4 More precisely, of the 22 examples expressing physical experience in the middle voice use in the thirteenth century, 9 are explicitly negative (referring to physical pain), 5 are positive and 8 are neutral physical perception. 5 We use the term semantic prosody as defined by Louw (1993: 157) as "a consistent aura of meaning with which a form is imbued by its collocates".
Towards a dynamic behavioral profile modalities, vision is most closely related to cognition, as reflected by expressions such as 'seeing is believing' (cf. the SEEING IS KNOWING metaphor and the tautology I saw it with my own eyes , Sweetser 1990: 33) . This also shows thatjust like other verbs of perception -sentir frequently fosters metaphorical mappings from concrete or physical meanings onto more abstract, mental domains as an essential part of its polysemous character. In the transition zone between both clusters along the x-axis, apart from some ambiguous senses, we see 'FIS.GEN_capacidad', i.e. the general ability to perceive a physical experience, which illustrates that the syntactic continuum along this axis referred to above is already present in the thirteenth century: Between the explicit presence of the STIM (SENTIR) and its complete omission (SENTIRSE), we find the absolute cases of the verb. Note also the central location of the COGN.considerar sense ('to consider, to judge'): From a syntactic point of view, this sense is situated between both clusters because of the external stimulus (as in the SENTIR cluster; cf. la mayor ('the bigger animal') in (20)) to which the experiencer attributes a certain quality/characteristic by means of a predicative complement (as in the SENTIRSE cluster; cf. más fuerte ('stronger') in (20)). The only difference with the sentirse cluster is that this predicative complement is geared towards the external stimulus (expressed by the direct object) and not interiorized towards the experiencer (expressed by the subject).
(20) […] ca assí contece esto e dalo la natura que en todas las animalias la que menor es e más flaca que teme a la mayor que siente más fuerte que sí e obedecel […] . [CORDE: Alfonso X, 1275] 'because that is how it occurs in nature, that in all the animals the one that is smaller and thinner fears the bigger one, which he considers stronger than himself and he obeys him'. This specific cognitive use of the verb behaves somewhat differently from the other cognitive uses of the verb, as was illustrated already on the basis of the HAC analysis (cf. Section 3.1). Indeed, in these epistemic examples, the verb does not express a cast-iron certainty but rather a kind of knowledge that does not require much epistemic commitment from the speaker. These examples thus instantiate an epistemic shift towards subjectivity. Therefore, this sense can be paraphrased as 'attenuated or mitigated epistemicity', characterized by a lower control over the mental activity when compared to more prototypical and agentive cognitive verbs such as saber ('know') (Jansegers et al. 2015: 404) . This lower control is also what relates it to the middle voice uses (cf. Maldonado 1999 ) and what we see reflected in this plot; we might therefore have some diachronic evidence for the contemporary BP profile. However, following its historical path in the successive plots, it turns out that this sense is meandering back and forth between both clusters, which could point towards changing semantic and syntactic forces in the course of its evolution (cf. Section 3.3).
In the fifteenth century plot, the first two dimensions explain 52 % of the total variance. First, the SENTIRSE cluster on the left has become more diversified: Not only can the middle voice express negative emotion (EMO.ofenderse, 'to offend'), it also expands its use towards the general and more neutral meaning of 'being in an emotional state' (EMO.encontrarse; cf. (21)). A similar kind of expansion characterizes the physical perception senses, which not only expresses the neutral meaning of 'being in a physical state' (FIS_GEN.encontrarse), but can also express the negative pole of physical perception in the sense of 'to suffer, weaken' (FIS_GEN.resentirse; cf.(22)):
(21) E la infanta no salió a la fiesta porque se avía sentido enojada.
[CORDE: Valera, 1487-1488] 'And the princess did not go to the party because she had been feeling angry'.
(22) Galpano que se sintió de una ferida que tenía en la cabeça, que la sangre le caía sobre los ojos, se tiró afuera por los limpiar […] [CORDE: Rodríguez de Montalvo, 1482-1492] 'Galpano, who suffered from a wound he had on his head, the blood rolling over his eyes, jumped outside to wash them'.
This FIS_GEN.resentirse sense, parallel to the EMO.resentirse sense already existent in the thirteenth century, enters in the specific construction with prepositional object introduced by de. Semantically, this construction differs from This sense is related to the copular construction where sentir functions as a predicative complement of the subject. Although, here, the status of the verb as nucleus of the predicate is subject to discussion, note that, similarly to the examples discussed above, in this sense the verb does not require the explicit presence of a negative complement in order to express negative emotion, but absorbs the negative semantic load itself. In other words, the negative prosody related to SENTIRSE in the thirteenth century becomes even more pronounced in the fifteenth century.
Within the SENTIR cluster, in this plot the top-right quadrant exclusively groups both general physical perception senses and more specific perception modalities such as tactile, gustatory, and olfactory perception. The bottomright quadrant, by contrast, groups cognitive and emotional senses. The distance between the basic two original senses of the verb -physical and cognitive perception in Latin -thus becomes more pronounced in the fifteenth century. Interestingly, also within this cluster a group of senses seems to emerge that is explicitly related to negative emotion; here, we find the first instances of the particular 'regret' meaning (EMO.lamentar), which is close to the negative emotional meaning 'EMO.sufrir' ('to suffer') and to the cognitive senses of 'opinar' ('to believe, think') and 'darse cuenta de' ('to realize', 'become aware of').
This negative emotional cluster becomes even more noticeable in the seventeenth century. Indeed, in the bottom right-hand side of the plot, we see that the 'regret' sense (EMO.lamentar; (24)) is situated in close proximity to other strong negative emotions such as 'to suffer' (EMO.sufrir; (25)) and 'to fear' (EMO.temer; (26)). The seventeenth century is characterized thus by an explicit negative prosody related to the SENTIR cluster. At the same time, within this emotional cluster, EMO.compadecer ('to feel pity, sorry for someone'; (27)) expresses shared pain. This empathetic sense could be key in the evolution towards a discourse marker use lo siento ('I'm sorry') in later centuries (cf. Section 3.3). (27) Nuestro rey Felipo IV (que está en el cielo) entró en la ciudad de Lérida a siete de agosto, año 1644, y viendo su Majestad lágrimas en uno de los conselleres, que pedían el perdón por toda Cataluña, le levantó con su real mano y le dijo sentía su pena y que siempre los había amado mucho.
[CORDE: Abarca de Bolea, 1679) 'Our King Philip IV (who is in heaven) entered into the city of Lérida on August 7th of the year 1644, and His Majesty, seeing tears in the eyes of one of his ministers who implored forgiveness for Catalonia, lifted him with his royal hand and told him that he feels his pain and that he had always loved them a lot'.
Towards a dynamic behavioral profile
Observing the SENTIR cluster in general, it is interesting to notice that, in the seventeenth century, the emotional perception meanings seem to become predominant and more diversified compared to earlier, when the physical and cognitive senses inherited from its Latin etymon were still dominant. Also, this century sees the rise of emotional perception in the absolute construction (EMO. capacidad), which is situated in the center of the plot, according to the syntactic continuum along the x-axis. Regarding the SENTIRSE cluster, the evolution is almost the reverse, since the senses that are explicitly related to negative emotion that characterized previous centuries, now disappear in favor of the general physical emotional perception (EMO.encontrarse). The first two dimensions of the seventeenth century MDS plot account for 59 % of the semantic variation between the senses that are displayed.
In the nineteenth century plot, the two plotted dimensions account for 65 % of the total variance. In general, the senses seem to be more dispersed and the center of the graph is more populated. In the top right, as in other centuries there is an important cluster of auditory, tactile and physical perception senses (FIS_ESP.AUD; FIS_ESP.tact; FIS_GEN.experimentar.corp; FIS_GEN.experimentar.term respectively) as well as their metaphorical counterparts (FIS_ESP.AUD METAF; FIS_GEN.experimentar.corp.METAF). Interestingly, the cases of general emotional perception (EMO.experimentar) are closely to these physical senses, which points to the relatedness of the emotional and physical perception as in the HAC results for the twenty-first century, where physical and emotional perception together form the first subcluster within the SENTIR cluster.
Overall, compared to the seventeenth century, in the nineteenth century, the number of explicit negative emotional senses decreases and (general) physical perception rises again. Exploring some examples suggests this importance of the physical perception sense is related to the omnipresence of auditory-perception expressions in this century:
(28) Rosalía, que estaba sola en la habitación interior, sintió los pasos de Horacio, sintió el rechinar de la puerta, miró y le vio entrar.
[CORDE: Pérez Galdós, 1872] 'Rosalie, who was alone in the interior room, heard the footsteps of Horace, heard the gnashing of the door, looked and saw him entering'.
Going further down along the y-axis, we then find 'regret' (EMO.lamentar) and the metaphorical uses of tactile perception (FIS_ESP.TACT.METAF). This location between the physical and emotional perception of the 'regret' meaning is quite striking compared to its extreme position in the twenty-first century. We will discuss this particular evolution in more detail in Section 3.3.
Compared to the nineteenth century, the semantic divisions and boundaries in the twenty-first century turn out to be more clear-cut: the total amount of variance explained by both dimensions is 73 %. After nine centuries of peripeteias along and across both dimensions, the twenty-first century displays a rather straightforward image: Semantic division along the y-axis from concrete, physical perception towards an abstract cognitive cluster via emotional perception and an extreme pragmatic use; syntactic division along the x-axis between middle voice uses (SENTIRSE) and active uses (SENTIR).
Up until now, we have traced the semantic evolution of the verb exclusively based on its context. Besides context, another important aspect in language change is token frequency: A focus on the general frequency evolution allows us to go beyond the particular level of the individual senses and to make generalizations on the level of overarching semantic categories as well as reveal more general underlying tendencies in semantic change. Indeed, if we focus on the frequency and color evolution based on the general semantic categories, the picture changes from mainly large green/orange (i.e. general/specific physical perception) bubbles in earlier centuries towards a very pronounced red (emotional perception) panorama in the present century. This evolution matches the well-known tendency typical of polysemic entities to extend their more concrete, physical meanings towards more abstract domains (Sweetser 1990) . In other words, in accordance with its Latin heritance, sentir starts off as a predominantly physical -and cognitive -perception verb. However, as the data show, its contemporary Spanish homologue is dominated by a semantic domain that was non-existent in Latin. Indeed, although in present-day Spanish we distinguish three general semantic domains related to the verb -physical, cognitive, and emotional perception -only the first two were inherited from Latin. Moreover, it turns out that the present-day emotional pole of the verb fosters even more discursive uses as an apologetic discourse marker, visualized in the contemporary plot by its extreme isolated position in the bottom part of the y-axis:
(29) Creo que darle demasiada importancia al aniversario acabaría siendo peor.
Por eso no te escuchaba, lo siento. [CREA: Grandes, 2002] 'I think that attaching too much importance to the anniversary would make it worse. That's why I didn't listen to you, I'm sorry'.
That way, as visualized clearly by means of the sequential MDS plots, the three most frequent emotional senses in the contemporary corpus are exactly the ones that one would assume to be maximally different: (a) being in an emotional state (correlated with the middle voice use SENTIRSE), (b) experience an emotional perception (correlated with the SENTIR cluster) and finally (c) the typical 'regret' sense (related to the specific apologetic construction).
As a consequence, the question arises as to how this particular sense arises and develops in the course of history. That is, can we identify any diachronic explanation and justification for the synchronic construction lo siento? In the next section, we will analyze this diachronic development within the theoretical framework of Construction Grammar.
Theoretical implications. Constructionalization of lo siento
('I'm sorry')
Originally, Construction Grammar (CxG) was primarily applied to synchronic data. More recently, however, there is an increasing body of research exploring diachronic applications of CxG (e.g., Traugott and Trousdale 2013; Hilpert 2013; Traugott 2014; Boogaart et al. 2014; Barðdal et al. 2015; and contributions in Giacalone Ramat et al. 2013) . While these studies largely focus on (morpho-) syntactic phenomena, Hilpert (2013: 210) argues:
constructional change can proceed at very different levels of linguistic structure from allomorphy to syntax. The next logical step would be to go beyond syntax and into the realm of discourse in order to examine constructional change as it unfolds in actual instances of spoken conversation.
This is precisely the aim of the present section, which aspires to apply a CxG approach to the diachronic development of the discourse marker lo siento ('I'm sorry'), based on the previously discussed dynamic BP that takes into account different levels of linguistic analysis. As such, the basic claim of this section will be that an encompassing methodology such as the dynamic BP is instructivemaybe even necessary -to do justice to the multifaceted notion of constructional change/constructionalization. 6 6 It should be noted that the terminology is not universally agreed upon. Whereas Hilpert (2013: 16) talks about constructional change as "a conventionalized form-meaning pair of a language, altering it in terms of its form, its function, any aspect of its frequency, its distribution in the linguistic community, or any combination of these", Traugott and Trousdale (2013) distinguish between constructionalization (the development of form new -meaning new pairs, i.e. constructions) and constructional changes. The latter are understood as changes to features of constructions, such as semantics (e.g. wif 'woman' > 'married woman') or morphophonology (e.g. had > 'd). Such changes precede or follow constructionalization. In the present section, we use the general term constructionalization as in Traugott and Dasher and as a synonym for Hilpert's constructional change.
In general, constructionalization (Cxzn) and grammaticalization (Gzn) are two tightly intertwined theoretical approaches, and an extensive analysis of the differences between these two frameworks goes beyond the scope of the present study (see e.g. Hilpert 2013; Traugott and Trousdale 2013; for exhaustive comparisons). Most importantly for us, a Cxzn perspective has several advantages over the Gzn model. First, whereas Gzn research has tended to focus either on change in form or change in meaning, the Cxzn model combines both form and meaning with equal weight. Second, the treatment of discourse markers (DM) has always posed a major challenge for the theory of Gzn. A Cxzn perspective, by contrast, assumes that "a linguistic model should in principle be able to account for all facets of a speaker's knowledge about their language" (Boas 2013: 234) . This all-embracing view of language implies that no one linguistic domain is core: The basic unit of grammar is a form (phonology, morphology, syntax)-meaning (semantics, pragmatics, discourse-function) pair and DM are simply discourse management constructions. Thus, we are here adopting a Cxzn perspective, where both form and meaning are treated with equal weight and where meaning can be understood in the broad sense of function to include not only (lexical) meaning but also discourse function, information structure, and other pragmatic phenomena.
One particular group of DM are the so-called verbal DM, which cover different elements, among others comment clauses that express stance (Stenström 1995; Quirk et al. 1997; Biber et al. 1999; Brinton 2008 ) such as I believe, I mean, you see and different types of conversational routines such as thank you, goodbye, (I'm) sorry (Aijmer 1996) . The latter have received relatively little scholarly attention and have been characterized mainly in terms of lexicalization (Norrick 1979; Aijmer 1996) . In the present section, we will precisely focus on the development of one such a conversational routine in Spanish from a more encompassing perspective of Cxzn, namely the rise of the apologetic marker lo siento ('I'm sorry'): (30) […] perdóname, papá, por lo de antes, la verdad es que soy un imbécil, no debería haberte dicho eso porque no lo pienso, lo siento mucho, en serio, no sé lo que me ha pasado… [CREA: Grandes, 2002] 'Forgive me, father, for what happened in the past, the truth is I'm an idiot, I should not have said that to you, because I don't believe it, I'm really sorry, seriously, I don't know what happened to me'.
In accordance with the general definition of a construction presented above, the apologetic meaning of lo siento is not fully predictable from its component parts, that is, it is not the sum of its individual parts, since this would literally yield 'I Towards a dynamic behavioral profile feel it'. In what follows, we will concentrate on the DM lo siento as a construction, specifically on (i) the diachronic development both of its form and meaning and (ii) its development within the polysemous network and frequency changes of sentir in the course of time. More particularly, the contemporary construction lo siento, on the form side, has a first person singular in the present tense combined with the clitic lo, and, on the meaning side, a negative emotional meaning. Consequently, several questions arise that are of interest from the diachronic perspective of Cxzn: 1) Are there significant frequency shifts in the semantic evolution of the verb in general and the emotional meaning in particular that could have facilitated the emergence of a DM? 2) From a (morpho)syntactic point of view, where does the clitic lo originate? 3) From a semantic point of view, where does the negative emotional meaning come from? 4) Finally, how did lo siento emerge and evolve diachronically with regard to the general semantic landscape and network of sentir? In other words, what is the source construction of this DM?
First, the calculation of the number of occurrences per century yields already a general image of its frequency evolution:
As shown in Table 4 , the general frequency of the verb increases steadily from the thirteenth century to the nineteenth century, after which it seems to level off in the contemporary corpus. Zipf's (1949:16) economic versatility principle suggests that this frequency increase reflects an increase in its semantic versatility and indeed as shown above in Section 3.2, sentir's relative frequencies of senses have changed from two main semantic domains in Latin -physical and cognitive perception -to three semantic domains in contemporary Spanish, where the emotional meaning even seems to predominate. This explosive growth of the emotional senses is visualized in Figure 4 .
Just like the MDS plots presented in the previous section, bubble size reflects relative frequency of the particular emotional senses, but what this plot adds is the diachronic path indicated by means of the arrows. For example, in the sentirse cluster on the left, the diachronic evolution of the 'EMO.encontrarse' sense is summarized by four connected points. As in the general MDS plots, this [−2.9, 0.9] in the nineteenth century and finally stops at [−2.8, −0.1] in the twenty-first century and, over this time, its frequency increases dramatically. A similar evolution is observed in the sentir cluster on the right for the EMO.experimentar sense, and for the specific EMO.lamentar ('regret') sense. However, in the latter, the evolution looks somewhat different: Starting in the fifteenth century, this sense first becomes very frequent in the seventeenth century, after which its frequency drops, but at the same time, it adopts a very extreme position in the plot, a position that reflects more distinct formal and semantic features from the rest, that is, a process of Cxzn. Indeed, the twenty-first century dot in the plot basically collects the cases of lo siento in the first person singular of the present tense in combination with the clitic lo. In other words, between the seventeenth century (cf. example (24) presented here as (31) and its contemporary use (32), sentir in the 'regret' sense has suffered a process of syntactic reduction or, more generally, Towards a dynamic behavioral profile decategorialization by which a prototypical member of the Verb category becomes less prototypical in its distribution (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 106 More particularly, in its DM function, sentir loses some of its prototypical properties as a verb such as its capacity to display variation of tense, mode, aspect, number and person. This loss of some verbal morphosyntactic properties manifests itself in two concrete aspects, (1) the fixation of the form and (2) certain restrictions regarding its argument structure. The fixation of the form is clear: Sentir in the DM function appears in the first person singular of the present tense. Concerning its argument structure, a clear restriction appears with regards to the form of its DO: Whereas in the seventeenth century, apart from the absolute use (4.1 %), the verb in this sense combines with NP (37 %), that-clauses (20.5 %), infinitives (12.3 %), clitics (15.1 %), pronouns and periphrastic relatives (11 %), in the contemporary corpus, this sense of the verb is almost exclusively related to the combination with the clitic lo (89 %) (cf. also Jansegers and Enghels 2013; Jansegers 2017 ; for a discussion about the morphosyntactic reduction in lo siento).
The clitic lo in Spanish has been characterized by Hanegreefs (2008: 133-137) and Fernández Jaén (2012: 317-318) as "semantically unstable", that is, representing complements whose referent is inaccessible or generalized, characterized by a completely underspecified content, which supplies the sentence with ambiguity. Over time, the semantic ambiguity of sentir rises very often in relationship with these kinds of unstable complements that pronominally substitute unspecific, propositional contents:
(33) que sin dubda, si buen consejo toviésemos, ni oviera tantos males, ni sufriérades tantos malos. E lo más graue que yo siento, es que aquella libertad que natura nos dió, e nuestros progenitores ganaron con buen esfuerço, nosotros la avemos perdido e cada ora perdemos con cobardía & caimiento […] . [CORDE: Pulgar, CRC, 1480 -1484 'Without a doubt, if we had had good advice, there would not have been so many misfortunes, and we would not have suffered so many disasters. And the thing that I feel most serious, is that the freedom that nature gave us, and that our ancestors won with a lot of effort, we have lost it, and every hour we lose with cowardice and decline'.
In this example, the speaker expresses a negative valorization with regard to a specific situation or event, which is reported explicitly in the broader context. As mentioned in Section 3.2, this type of evaluative perception -frequently linked to the presence of a predicative complement oriented towards the DO -implies an epistemic shift towards subjectivity. Moreover, particularly in the fifteenth century, this valorization frequently is related to explicitly negative contexts of pain and suffering, which causes a pronounced ambiguity between two alternative, competing readings: The cognitive reading COGN.considerar ('to consider, to judge') or the negative emotional meaning of EMO.lamentar ('to regret'). That is why this specific construction V + clitic + Compl Pred Obj conveying a negative evaluative perception can be characterized as a source construction for the DM lo siento, and not only from the syntactic point of view (the construction with the neuter clitic lo, which is the clitic par excellence to refer to situational complements), but also from a semantic point of view: Both the increase of subjectivity incorporating the attitude of the speaker and the emergence in negative contexts yields a considerable ambiguity that results in the competing interpretations of 'to regret' or 'to consider, judge'.
In sum, lo siento inherits the collocation with a neuter clitic from the cognitive perception domain. This syntactic relationship is reflected in the MDS plots, where we see that at its first appearance in the fifteenth century, the 'regret' sense of the verb emerges in the midst of cognitive senses. This relationship persists into the contemporary era, where the cognitive senses are situated closest to the 'regret' sense despite the extreme position of the latter.
However, in its contemporary use, the explicit emotional meaning of lo siento does not fit its cognitive form (the construction with the neuter clitic lo referring to situational complements). Therefore, a second, clearly emotional path, must be at the origin of the apologetic DM. This path is clearly visualized Towards a dynamic behavioral profile by means of the MDS plots: Not only does the emotional meaning of the verb increase in frequency over time, from its first onset, the verb was intrinsically related to a pronounced negative semantic prosody related first to the middle voice sentirse cluster, and from the fifteenth century onwards also in the sentir cluster. In this case, the semantic weight lies in the complement of the verb (dolor in (34)):
(34) Tu dolor es el que siento, este dobla mi tormento, [CORDE: Manrique, 1474] 'Your pain is the one that I feel, this one doubles my torment'.
In this particular example, it is interesting to notice that sentir frequently appears in contexts that point towards a sentiment of compassion, or literally, shared pain. It is clear that this capacity of feeling someone else's pain on the concrete level, corresponding to a feeling of empathy on the abstract level, is a requirement for the development of an apologetic marker such as lo siento.
In sum, then, the contemporary construction lo siento can be seen as the result of not only one, but multiple source constructions: On the form side, its input has been basically the cognitive construction with the so-called unstable objects, that is, the construction with the neuter clitic pronoun lo ('it'), the clitic par excellence to refer to situational complements. On the meaning side, lo siento is the heir of an intrinsically negative prosody related to sentir(se) from its origins. In other words, two different paths converge in the rise as a DM 'lo siento': It received both a cognitive and an emotional input, by taking a cognitive form and an emotional meaning.
In this way, the dynamic BP visualizes the 'Multiple inheritance' of constructions (Goldberg 2003; Trousdale 2013 ) and the existence of 'Multiple Source Constructions ' (cf. De Smet et al. 2013) . Indeed, as Van de Velde et al. (2013: 473) state, although most case studies nowadays admit that change does not affect individual lexemes, but entire constructions, they tend to focus on just one construction, "drawing straight lines between a construction and a single historical ancestor". In our case study, we find no such direct lineage from sentir towards lo siento, but different constructions converging in a change towards the pragmatic marker -the change is not linear, but rather cumulative. In other words, the bird's eye view adopted in the dynamic BP allows us to represent and interpret Cxzn as a holistic process, not as an isolated phenomenon, it allows us to recover a bigger picture within the development of such a particular construction as lo siento.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the contemporary corpus suggests an even more recent diversification within lo siento itself towards other interpersonal functions: In its use, lo siento is not limited to the expression of regret, but also seems to have extended its function towards a kind of adversative marker announcing a negative or contrary opinion to that of the interlocutor, as illustrated in the following example: This particular use of lo siento can thus be described in terms of (counter) expectation or adversativity (Mortier and Degand 2009: 303) , much like some uses of I'm sorry or Excuse me in English. The adversative interpretation also becomes evident from the frequent collocations with negative adverbs such as no or the adversative conjunction pero ('but' as in (35)). This suggests thus the existence of at least two types of lo siento: In the first type, the speaker expresses his empathy regarding the pain or negative experience of the interlocutor because of some past event, that is, it is based on real facts. On the contrary, when lo siento is used with an adversative, counter-expectation function, the speaker anticipates a possible negative experience for the interlocutor (Jansegers 2017) . This difference has been formalized by Aijmer (1996: 99-100 ) by introducing the distinction between retrospective vs. anticipatory apologies: "the retrospective apology is remedial, supportive (face-saving) and self-demanding […] when sorry has anticipatory function, it can be analyzed as a polite preface or discourse marker with a softening or disarming function".
Similarly, adopting this function, lo siento is used to soften a possible facethreatening action, for example, when the speaker needs to convey some bad news. As such, it has become a practical tool to cancel a meeting or simply to say 'no':
(36) ¿Me da la revista en la que salen las fotos que le han robado a la Obregón?
[…] Lo siento, se han agotado -dice el quiosquero. [CREA: Press, 2001] 'Could you give me the magazine that published the pictures that they stole from Obregón? […] I'm sorry, they are sold out, says the newsagent'.
Note that, contrary to example (35) where the adversative meaning is mainly conveyed by the collocation with the adversative conjunction pero, this example demonstrates that lo siento can also appear in adversative contexts without the explicit presence of pero.
On a more theoretical level, this multifunctional use of lo siento may shed some light on the nature of networks in Cxzn alluded to above. Besides the generally recognized vertical inheritance links, the emergence of a new adversative, counter-expectation subschema suggests the need to expand the nature of networks and take into account other kinds of links, such as horizontal networks (Van de Velde 2014; see also Traugott Forthcoming for the nature of networks in Cxzn). That way, the adversative DM are horizontally linked with the apologetic DM. This is an interesting line of research that merits future study.
Concluding remarks
By means of a corpus-based dynamic BP analysis, this study has examined the diachronic evolution of the polysemy of the Spanish verb sentir ('to feel'), which has led to a number of significant insights situated at both the methodological and the more qualitative, theoretical level of analysis.
Methodologically, our study presents two improvements with regard to previous applications of the BP approach. First of all, it presents the first application of the BP approach to historical data. Whereas the majority of existing studies in quantitative historical semantics have so far focused on the onomasiological axis of semantic change and are based on observed frequencies or percentages of collocational co-occurrence, our study focuses on the semasiological axis of variation and leverages more complex historical data that are based on the similarities of vectors.
Second, rising to one of the major challenges for the diachronic study of meaning change -the visualization of dynamic relationships within and between senses over time -this study also provides an extension of the methodological apparatus of the BP approach by complementing the traditional HAC analysis with a dynamic BP approach derived from MDS maps. Not only has the MDS analysis been proven to be valid since it yields results that are compatible with previous findings, it even seems to go beyond the previous HAC analysis: Whereas HAC potentially suggests misleading discreteness and mutual exclusivity of (elements within) meaning clusters, the use of MDS allows for a visualization of the continuity of the semantic space. In other words, MDS is not only compatible with HAC but perhaps also more precise.
Theoretically, the study also offers a comprehensive perspective on the process of Cxzn. Starting from a broad definition of construction as a formfunction pairing (rather than form-meaning in the strictest sense), Cxzn should be considered a multifaceted process going beyond the (morpho) syntactic level and including discourse phenomena. Based on that idea, we applied the dynamic BP approach to the Cxzn of the DM lo siento ('I'm sorry'). By examining the DM within the bigger picture of the changing polysemic profile of the verb over time, the dynamic BP approach offers both a holistic and a more detailed perspective on, and interpretation of, the change. More precisely, our analysis suggests that two different paths converged in the rise of the DM lo siento: Instead of a direct lineage from sentir towards lo siento, different constructions converged in a change towards the DM by taking a cognitive form and an emotional meaning. In addition, in more recent uses, there seems to be more functional diversification within the DM itself, extending from apologetic towards adversative uses. As such, the dynamic BP sheds some light on the nature of networks in Cxzn: It not only visualizes "multiple inheritance" of constructions (Goldberg 2003; Trousdale 2013 ) and the existence of multiple source constructions (De Smet et al. 2013) , but also suggests the need to expand the nature of networks and take into account other kinds of links, such as horizontal networks (Van de Velde 2014; Traugott Forthcoming) .
Finally, it should be noted that the present paper provides a more general exploration of how BP vectors give rise to structure in the MDS plots and how those change over time, but it goes without saying that future work of this kind might also choose to focus on a more fine-grained analysis of how particular senses' BP vectors change over time (in a way that is comparable to Divjak and Gries's 2006 analysis of BP vectors using t and z-scores as a follow-up of their cluster analysis). general sense general physical perception vs. specific perception modality vs. cognitive perception vs. emotional perception vs. ambiguous physical P-cognitive P vs. ambiguous physical P-emotional P vs. ambiguous cognitive P-visual P vs. ambiguous synaesthesia vs. ambiguous vs. metalinguistic use specific sense  levels of ID tags (cf. 
